THE 20TH TURNKEY production system for application of low plasticity burnishing (LPB®) has been shipped from Cincinnati-based Lambda Technologies to Michigan, where it will be installed and used to improve the fatigue performance of commercial jet engine fan blades.

This is the fourth complete set of LPB production machinery installed at this facility. Seven more production systems for commercial engines are expected to ship in the near future. The majority of these machines will process commercial engine blades or integrally bladed rotors/bladed disks. Lambda currently has equipment in the field processing both commercial and military jet engines, propeller bores, landing gear, LPB production systems serving other industries.

Invented in 1996 and accepted by the FAA in 2009 for the repair and alteration of commercial aircraft structural and engine components, Lambda Technologies’ LPB surface enhancement process provides a deep layer of compressive residual stress to mitigate fatigue, fretting, stress corrosion cracking (SCC), pitting and foreign object damage (FOD) in the critical areas of metallic components without altering either the material or design. LPB treated parts remain original OEM equipment, but with improved life and performance. “LPB gives designers and engineers a new tool to use to their advantage in design. Now compression can be designed into the part to improve the performance of both new and existing parts”, said Dr. N. Jayaraman, Director of Materials Research for Lambda. “We are very excited to continue benefiting the commercial aircraft community.”

For additional information on Lambda Technologies or the LPB process, contact us at (513) 561-0883 or visit www.lambdatechs.com. Visit our website for more information about our testing capabilities, accreditations, or other publications.

---

**Shot Peening Auditor Opportunity**

**Overview:** The purpose of this independent contractor position is to conduct shot peening audits. This varied and autonomous role would suit someone who likes to travel, and has experience and/or qualifications in manufacturing/engineering, and is looking for a new challenge.

**Qualifications:** The ideal auditor candidate will possess most of the following criteria:
- BS degree in Metallurgy, Materials Science, Engineering or related field,
- Understanding of SAE, AMS and Prime Contractor shot peening specifications,
- Understanding of General Quality Systems requirements (AS9100),
- Minimum two (2) years of “hands on” experience (preferably in the Aerospace Industry) with one or more of the following shot peening processes: Computer Controlled Peening, Automated Peening, Flapper Peening, Manual Peening, Field auditing experience (Aerospace Industry Preferred)

**Independent Contractor Auditors enjoy:** A flexible schedule, The ability to work from any location in the world, An Opportunity to participate in influential industry program.

Apply for this opportunity online at: [www.eauditstaff.com](http://www.eauditstaff.com)

For more information on Performance Review Institute and the Nadcap Program please visit our website at [www.pri-network.org/Nadcap](http://www.pri-network.org/Nadcap)